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Abstract

This paper argues the need for research to realize uncertainty-
aware artificial intelligence and machine learning (AI&ML)
systems for decision support by describing a number of moti-
vating scenarios. Furthermore, the paper defines uncertainty-
awareness and lays out the challenges along with surveying
some promising research directions. A theoretical demon-
stration illustrates how two emerging uncertainty-aware ML
and AI technologies could be integrated and be of value for a
route planning operation.

1 Introduction
The recent successes of machine learning (ML) (Hinton,
Osindero, and Teh 2006; Krizhevsky, Sutskever, and Hin-
ton 2012) have sparked new interest in artificial intelligence
(AI)&ML systems (LeCun, Bengio, and Hinton 2015). For
the most part, the emphasis is on improving the accuracy
of machine learning. However, it is known that ML tech-
niques can only interpolate from the data that trained them.
They cannot extrapolate knowledge about a test sample that
is far different than the training data. Likewise, AI systems
are crafted to reason over a set of concepts manually built
by domain experts or learned by examples though a con-
strained inductive process (Russell and Norvig 2016). Thus,
AI systems are unable to extend to high-order reasoning to
‘connect the dots’ the way a human can. However, humans
are flawed by imperfect logical reasoning exacerbated by a
number of cognitive biases, e.g. confirmation bias, group-
think, loss aversion, etc.

It is crucial for AI&ML systems to work seamlessly with
human agents to complement the strengths of each while
abating their flaws. However, most AI&ML systems infer
without any internal evaluation of the quality of the infer-
ence relative to how they were trained. This means that the
system can drive a human agent, or worse yet an automated
controller, to a flawed decision, e.g., driverless automobile
accidents (Dickson 2018). In this paper, we argue that in
many different scenarios, it is important for AI&ML sys-
tems to evaluate uncertainty in the inference based upon the
similarity of the situation under test to the training data and
the amount of relevant training data. Furthermore, we ar-
gue that it is critical for the AI&ML system to communi-
cate its uncertainty along with an explanation of the source
of the uncertainty to the human decision maker. We refer

to such AI&ML systems as uncertainty-aware. We believe
that uncertainty-awareness enables the human to contextu-
ally process the inferences for the AI&ML system along
with its confidence to either directly decide or to ponder fur-
ther. Further ponderance includes the human using his/her
creative higher-order reasoning abilities to extrapolate new
inferences or seek out more information to formulate the de-
cision.

Within the ‘Anticipatory Situational Understanding for
Coalitions’ project, we view an automated decision aid as
a layered system where lower-level ML methods operating
on raw data feed classification results to a higher-level AI
probabilistic decision logic (Harborne et al. 2018). Both the
lower and higher layers of this AI&ML system should be
uncertainty-aware. This paper will review some of our re-
cent work to enable uncertainty-awareness at both layers in-
spired by subjective logic (Jøsang 2016). The higher layer
is a subjective Bayesian network that is able to infer subjec-
tive opinions, i.e., uncertain probabilities, of latent variables
given uncertain conditional probabilities. The lower layer
is a neural network that is specially trained so that the out-
put can be interpreted as a subjective opinion. Then, we
show how the two layers could form an uncertainty-aware
AI&ML system for a route planning scenario, and how the
uncertainty is crucial for the decision maker.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 enumerates various scenarios that require uncertainty-
aware systems, and Section 3 details the desired attributes
for uncertainty-awareness and surveys our current progress
and future work to achieve uncertainty-awareness at both the
ML and AI layers. Section 4 illustrates how our current re-
sults combined with explanations of uncertainty are impor-
tant to the decision maker. Finally, concluding remarks are
given in Section 5.

2 Motivational Scenario
Our focus is on scenarios where there is a significant open
world element, i.e., characterised by prevalence of ‘un-
known unknowns’ and ‘unknown knowns’. This kind of sce-
nario is common in government and public sector domains.
For example:

• In securing a large-scale event, consider a case where a
known group is observed (e.g., identified from a photo on
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social media or via a image processing of a CCTV feed),
but that group (or type of group) has never been seen be-
fore at that particular kind of event. There is no known
‘political’ link between the group’s ideology and the event
in question making their intent unpredictable using exist-
ing predictive models.

• In narcotics policing, consider the example of a drug user
being discovered under the affects of a known substance
but in an unexpected context, e.g., a drug that is in com-
mon urban usage associated with (predictable) gang ac-
tivity, now discovered in use in a rural location. Again,
we have key unknown knowns that make prediction and
choice of remedial action challenging.

• In public health, consider an outbreak of a known dis-
ease (detectable by established predictive services) in an
entirely unexpected location where this disease has never
been seen or studied before, and where its spread cannot
be reliably predicted, e.g., a tropical disease in a polar
context.

To focus subsequent discussion on a single concrete ex-
ample, we will consider the case of route planning in a city
that has recently been taken under control by a coalition for
peace-keeping. Routes might be unsafe depending on the
sentiment of local groups. One of the routes goes through
a market, and we have a camera there that can detect for
violent activities. Furthermore, the sentiment of the local
groups affects their attendance at particular public civic cen-
ters, which is directly observable by the coalition. While a
Bayesian network model can probabilistically connect these
observables to the safety of the various routes, there is very
little historical data to learn the parameters of the network or
to train a neural network to classify specific local activities
at the market. This leads to uncertainty, and Section 4 details
how uncertainty-aware AI&ML can help the decision maker
avoid or prepare for surprises in this scenario.

3 Technical Challenge and Solutions
In the era of big data, many assume that the parameters of
an AI&ML system can be interpreted as point estimates and
the prediction accuracy of the system can generalize as con-
ditions change. However, for the scenarios described above,
training data is sparse and the situations are highly dynamic.
As a result, the parameters are highly uncertain and possibly
changing over time. This uncertainty propagates through the
process to infer the beliefs in the state values of the latent
variables crucial for decision making. When the conditions
that the AI&ML system operates under become vastly dif-
ferent than the training conditions, these uncertainties can be
high indicating the inferencing power of the system is cur-
rently poor. This section reviews current and suggests future
work to understand how to extract these uncertainties.

3.1 Introduction to Subjective Logic
Subjective logic is a formalism to understand reasoning un-
der uncertain probabilistic information (Jøsang 2016). It ex-
pands the notion of a probability value to a distribution of
possible probabilities. This paper considers variables such

as X that can take on values X = x such that x is in the
domain X of cardinality K = |X|. The value of X does
change over different instantiations, and there is an underly-
ing ground truth value for the probability pX(x) of X = x
for all x ∈ X.

A subjective opinion can be formed by directly observing
Nins independent instantiations of X . If over these instan-
tiations, X = x for nx and assuming an uninformative uni-
form prior, then the posterior knowledge of the ground truth
outcome probability of X is known to follow the Dirichlet
distribution

fβ(pX |ωX) =
1

β(αX)

∏
x∈X

pX(x)αx−1 (1)

for 0 ≤ pX(x) ≤ 1, where β(·) is the K-dimensional beta
function and the Dirichlet parameters αx = nx+1 for x ∈ X
are one particular representation of the opinion ωX . The
opinion ωX in belief space is a tuple of beliefs bx = nx

sX
for

x ∈ X and uncertainty uX = K
sX

, where sX =
∑
x∈X αx is

the Dirichlet strength.
It is also convenient to represent the subjective opinion

ωX by the mean and Dirichlet strength of the correspond-
ing Dirichlet distribution. The mean represents the projected
probability that converts the opinion into the pignistic prob-
abilities, and is given by

PX(x) =
αx
sX

for x ∈ X. (2)

The variances for the probabilities pX(x), given by

σ2
X(x) =

PX(x)(1− PX(x))

sX + 1
, (3)

are functions of the projected probabilities and Dirichlet
strength of the subjective opinion.

Subjective logic provides a set of rules to infer the ef-
fective Dirichlet strength and projected probabilities of la-
tent variables from the logical entailment with variables for
which opinions come from direct observations. For instance,
subjective opinions naturally extend to subjective condi-
tional opinions, where for example, the opinion for X con-
ditioned on Y and Z is interpreted as the set {ωX|y,z : y ∈
Y, z ∈ Z}, and ωX|y,z represents the effective number of
times that X = x for x ∈ X when Y = y and Z = z
while jointly observingX , Y , andZ. Overall, the efficacy of
subjective logic reasoning can be evaluated via simulations
to determine 1) how accurate the projected probabilities of
the inferred opinions match the ground truth probabilities,
and 2) how accurately the uncertainty (or Dirichlet strength)
of the inferred opinions represents the ‘spread’ between the
projected and ground truth probabilities.

3.2 Subjective Logic Bayesian Network
The Subjective Bayesian network (SBN) was first proposed
in (Ivanovska et al. 2015); it is an uncertain Bayesian net-
work where the conditionals are subjective opinions instead
of point probabilities. In other words, the conditional prob-
abilities are known within a Dirichlet distribution. A SBN



reflects the knowledge about a Bayesian network when lim-
ited historical data is used to learn the conditionals. The
inference in SBN leads to an opinion about the marginal
probability of all the unobserved variables conditioned on
the values of the observed variables. While different types
of SBNs were discussed in (Ivanovska et al. 2015), the focus
here is on the type that uses the Diriclet distribution interpre-
tation of the subjective opinion to compute uncertainty. This
section reviews subjective belief propagation (SBP) which
works for singly-connected networks and is described in de-
tail in (Kaplan and Ivanovska 2018) for SBNs with binary
variables. We are currently extending the inference engine
to accommodate general variables whose domain cardinality
K > 2.

SBP extends the Belief Propagation (BP) inference
method of Pearl (Pearl 1986). In BP, π- and λ-messages are
passed from parents and children, respectively, to a node,
i.e., variable. The node uses these messages to formulate the
inferred marginal probability of the corresponding variable.
The node also uses these messages to determine the π- and
λ-messages to send to its children and parents, respectively.
In SBP, the π- and λ-messages are subjective opinions char-
acterized by a projected probability and Dirichlet strength.

The SBP formulation approximates output messages as
beta-distributed random variables using the methods of mo-
ments and a first-order Taylor series approximation to deter-
mine the mean and variance of the output messages in light
of the beta-distributed input messages. The details of the
derivations are provided in (Kaplan and Ivanovska 2018).
Given a node X with m parents Ui for i = 1, . . . ,m, the
subjective opinions of the π-messages sent to X are charac-
terized by the projected probabilities πUi,X(x) and Dirichlet
strengths sπUi,X

. Likewise, given that X has k children Yj
for j = 1, . . . , k, the subjective opinions of the λ-messages
sent to X are characterised by the projected probabilities
λUi,X(x) and Dirichlet strengths sλUi,X

.
In the end, SBP computes opinions for each latent vari-

able X conditioned on the state values for all the observed
variables. In (Kaplan and Ivanovska 2018), it is shown
that the projected probabilities of the inferred opinions ac-
curately reflect the probabilities that could be inferred if the
ground truth conditional probabilities were known. More
importantly for uncertainty-awareness, the uncertainty of
the inferred opinions faithfully characterized the accuracy
of the projected probabilities. Specifically, empirical results
demonstrated that the divergence between the desired and
actual confidence bound significance is low. Current and
future work is expanding the inference to efficiently work
for general (non-binary) variables under general (possibly
loopy) network structures.

3.3 Uncertainty-Aware Neural Network
Uncertainty-aware machine learning methods should ex-
press confidence based upon the amount of training data of
each class that is similar to the data sample under test. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates this concept by visualizing the training and
testing data in a feature space. In this example, test sam-
ples ‘1’ and ‘2’ should have high beliefs in the ‘x’ and ‘o’
classes, respectively, along with low uncertainty as they are
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Figure 1: Hypothetical feature space of training data for two
classes and four test data samples.

nearby many training samples of the same class. On the
other hand, test sample ‘3’ should have beliefs around 0.5
for both the ‘x’ and ‘o’ classes along with low uncertainty
as it lies near an equal and large number of training data
from the two classes. In other words, the sample lies near a
decision boundary. Finally, test sample ‘4’ is far from any
of the training data and should have small beliefs for the
two classes along with high uncertainty. Overall, the output
opinion from an uncertainty-aware machine learner should
represent the amount of nearby training data of the various
classes.

It is a challenge to efficiently train a machine learning
method to output subjective opinions. Part of the challenge
is to understand how to tabulate distances in the feature
space of the training data into class evidences. Further-
more, one must determine a proper feature space, which is
most likely not the raw data space, that reduces the effects
of noise, invariants, and irrelevant dimensions. Finally, the
machine learner must regress the subjective opinion from its
model parameters without explicitly storing all of the train-
ing data.

Evidential Deep Learning (EDL) aims to extend classi-
cal deep learning with the ideas from evidential reasoning
and subjective logic (Dempster 2008; Jøsang 2016) to quan-
tify uncertainty in classification tasks (Sensoy, Kandemir,
and Kaplan 2018). As mentioned before, subjective logic
uses Dirichlet distributions to represent subjective opinions,
which encodes belief and uncertainty. For a sample, EDL
tries to learn parameters of a predictive posterior as a Dirich-
let density function for the classification of the sample. This
is done by replacing the softmax layer in a classical deep
classifier with an activation function that produces only non-
negative outputs (e.g., relu, softplus etc.). The resulting out-
put eX = [e1, . . . , en] is considered as the evidence for the
classification of the sample over n class labels. From the cal-
culated evidence, parameters of the corresponding Dirichlet
density is calculated as αX = eX + 1. Hence, when the



total evidence is zero, the resulting Dirichlet density corre-
sponds to the uniform distribution, i.e., a Dirichlet density
whose all parameters are one. It is mapped to a subjective
opinion with zero belief and total uncertainty.

The Dirichlet distribution can be considered as generative
process for the categorical distribution over possible class
labels, i.e., pX . Hence, we can calculate the expected pre-
diction failure for the sample using the following:∫

||yX − pX ||22
1

β(αX)

∏
x∈X

pX(x)αx−1dpX (4)

where yX is the one-hot representation of the class label
(i.e., ground truth) and ||yX − pX ||22 is the sum square er-
ror between the truth and the categorical distribution pX .
Hence, the equation calculates the expected sum square er-
ror over possible values of pX using the predicted Dirichlet
density function.

The loss function consists of the expected sum square
error regularized by a term that measures the similarity of
the Dirichlet distribution minus the ground truth evidence
to the uniform distribution. The regularization term helps
to reduce confidence, i.e., increase uncertianty, in cases of
conflict. These cases occur in regions of sparse training
data, and the regularization term consitions EDL to recog-
nize such cases.

In a set of experiments performed over well-known
benchmarks, EDL significantly outperforms state-of-the-art
Bayesian Neural Network approaches for uncertainty esti-
mation. Furthermore, it is more robust to adversarial attacks,
since it generates less evidence and increases uncertainty
when encountered with adversarial examples.

3.4 Future Extensions
Many other AI&ML approaches can be extended to accom-
modate uncertainty-awareness beyond Bayesian networks
and neural networks. There is a need to incorporate first-
order logics into the higher layer reasoning, and it is natu-
ral to think about a Markov logic network (MLN) (Richard-
son and Domingos 2006) where the rule weights are learned
within a distribution. However, MLNs are computationally
inefficient and perhaps other probabilistic logic reasoning
systems such as probabilistic soft logic (Bach et al. 2017)
or ProbLog (De Raedt, Kimmig, and Toivonen 2007) should
be considered first. In fact, collective subjective logic has
been proposed as uncertainty-aware extension of probabilis-
tic soft logic (Chen, Wang, and Cho 2017). Beyond other
reasoning approaches, it also important to understand how
to isolate the observations contributing to the uncertainty for
each decision variable and how to disseminate the reasoning
chain from such observations to the decision variables to the
decision maker.

In the near future, we plan to investigate the uncertainty-
aware extension of ProbLog. ProbLog (De Raedt, Kim-
mig, and Toivonen 2007; Fierens et al. 2015)1 belongs

1More information on ProbLog, including an open source im-
plementation and an interactive online tutorial, can be found at
https://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/problog/.

to a family of probabilistic logic programming (PLP) lan-
guages (De Raedt and Kimmig 2015) following Sato’s dis-
tribution semantics (Sato 1995). It extends logic program-
ming by annotating some ground facts with their probability
of being true, which generalizes a single program into a dis-
tribution over programs that share their rules, but differ in
their databases. More specifically, a ProbLog program con-
sists of two parts, a set F of ground probabilistic facts p::f
where p is a probability and f a ground atom, and a set R of
rules h :- b1,...,bn where h is a logical atom and the
bi are literals. 2 While the semantics is defined for count-
ably infinite sets of probabilistic facts, see (Sato 1995) for
details, we restrict the discussion to the finite case in the fol-
lowing. ProbLog considers the ground probabilistic facts as
independent random variables, i.e., we obtain the following
probability distribution PF over truth value assignments to
sets of ground facts F ′ ⊆ F :

PF (F
′) =

∏
fi∈F ′

pi ·
∏

fi∈F\F ′

(1− pi) (5)

As each logic program obtained by choosing a truth value
for every probabilistic fact has a unique least Herbrand
model, PF can be used to define the success probability
P (q) of a query q, that is, the probability that q is true in
a randomly chosen such program, as the sum over all pro-
grams that entail q:

P (q) :=
∑
F ′⊆F

∃θF ′∪R|=qθ

PF (F
′) (6)

=
∑
F ′⊆F

∃θF ′∪R|=qθ

∏
fi∈F ′

pi ·
∏

fi∈F\F ′

(1− pi) . (7)

Inference in ProbLog is concerned with computing
marginal probabilities of queries, i.e., ground atoms, under
this distribution, potentially conditioned on a conjunction of
evidence atoms. While this is a #P-hard problem in gen-
eral, ProbLog relies on state-of-the-art knowledge compila-
tion techniques to achieve scalable inference across a wide
range of models.

The parameters of ProbLog programs can be learned from
partial interpretations (Fierens et al. 2015), and ProbLog
rules defining a target predicate can be learned from a
ProbLog program specifying background knowledge (in the
form of facts and/or known rules for other predicates) and
ground atoms using the target predicate annotated with tar-
get probabilities (De Raedt et al. 2015).

Inspired by subjective logic, we plan to learn the param-
eters of the ProbLog programs such as the rule probabili-
ties as beta distributions. Furthermore, we plan to update
the inference engine to accommodate these distribution to

2For the semantics of ProbLog to be well-defined, the set of
rules has to have a two-valued well-founded model for each sub-
set of the probabilistic facts: a sufficient condition for this is for
programs to be stratified, i.e., have no loops through negation. See
(De Raedt and Kimmig 2015; Fierens et al. 2015) for further de-
tails.

https://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/problog/


output subjective opinions about success probability of the
query. This will enable a systematic study of the strengths
and weakness of the subjective ProbLog against subjective
Bayesian networks.

4 Theoretical Demonstration
To demonstrate the need for uncertainty-aware AI&ML, we
consider a route planning operation within a purposely sim-
plified peace keeping scenario to highlight the salient value
of uncertainty-awareness. In this scenario, the GoodGuys
are trying to stabilize a city. Consider that a comman-
der of the GoodGuys needs to transport some medical sup-
plies from headquarters to a local hospital. There are three
routes through a city populated by two factions, the Capulets
and the Montagues. These factions have tumultuous rela-
tionships with each other and the GoodGuys. One route
(Route A) goes through the center of the Capulet territory,
and another route (Route C) goes through the center of the
Montague territory. The remaining route (Route B) skirts
the border of Capulet and Montague territory and passes by
the central marketplace.

There is a surveillance camera at the marketplace that is
connected to a neural network that classifies between normal
and violent activity. The commander also has information
about the number of people who visit the community cen-
ters every day within the Capulet and Montague territories.
Given these observations, the commander wants to decide
what route to use and the level of armored escorts needed to
protect the transport operation. The commander is using the
Bayesian network model illustrated in Figure 2 to predict the
route conditions. This model indicates that the daily dispo-
sitions of each faction towards the GoodGuys influences the
attendance at the civic centers, the marketplace activity, and
the safety of the three routes.

The actual conditional probabilities of the Bayesian net-
work are not known to the GoodGuys. Instead, they lean
a subjective Bayesian network using human intelligence to
obtain 100 daily instantiations of the dispositions of the two
factions, along with reports of route conditions and civic
center attendance. The ground truth conditional probabil-
ities for the Bayesian network is given in Table 1.3 The
table indicates that the Capulets usually have a favorable
disposition towards the Goodguys, in contrast to the Mon-
tagues. Whenever either faction has a negative disposition,
attendance at the corresponding civic center is higher than
normal. It is also more likely the faction will disrupt any
Goodguys traveling through their territory. Violent activities
in the marketplace are only likely to occur when both fac-
tions have negative dispositions, and only then is it likely the
factions would disrupt GoodGuys traveling along Route B.
The commander’s knowledge of all these trends is based on
the Subjective Bayesian network obtained from the 100 in-
stantiations.

3In this example, the variables are binary simply because the
current subjective belief propagation method works only for the
binary case. We are currently extending the propagation method to
accommodate more general multinomial variables.

Capulet
Disp.

Route A
Cond.

Cap.
Civic

Center
Attend.

Market
Activity

Mont.
Disp

Mont.
Civic 

Center 
Attend.

Route B
Cond.

Route C
Cond.

Figure 2: Bayesian network model describing the proba-
bilistic interactions of the various variables that influences
how to infer route safety in light of the observations includ-
ing the civic center engagement and marketplace activity
likelihood via the surveillance camera.

Table 2 provides the inferred opinions of the route con-
ditions from the subjective Bayesian network for each of
the three routes for various observations. In the absence
of any observations, the uncertainty of all there opinions is
relatively low and reflective of 100 effective pieces of evi-
dence. The opinions for routes A and B are comparable with
a safety and danger belief of about 0.78 and 0.20, respec-
tively, and these beliefs are flipped for the Route C opinion.
These opinions are consistent with general trends from the
ground truth conditional probabilities.

When the camera is detecting normal activity at the mar-
ketplace, and the attendance at the civic centers in Capulet
and Montague sections are normal and high, respectively,
the route conditions opinions demonstrate low uncertainty.
The uncertainty does increase slightly over the previous case
of no observation because the observations do constrain the
number of effective training instantiations that are appropri-
ate for the inference. Since these observations are likely to
occur, the uncertainty remains relatively small, and observa-
tions increases the beliefs that routes A and B are safe and
Route C is dangerous. With these observations, the com-
mander can choose Route A or B with limited armor sup-
port.

When the attendance at the Montague civic centers goes



Variable States Conditional Probabilities
Capulet

Disposition {pos, neg} P (CD = pos) = 0.9

Montague
Disposition {pos, neg} P (MD = pos) = 0.1

Civic Center
Attendance {norm, high}

P (CCA = norm|CD = pos) = 0.8
P (CCA = norm|CD = neg) = 0.1
P (MCA = norm|MD = pos) = 0.8
P (MCA = norm|MD = neg) = 0.1

Marketplace
Activity {norm, violent} P (MA = norm|CD = pos ∨MD = pos) = 0.99

P (MA = norm|CD = neg ∧MD = neg) = 0.01

Route
Condition {safe, danger}

P (RA = safe|CD = pos) = 0.9
P (RA = safe|CD = neg) = 0.1
P (RB = safe|MA = norm) = 0.9

P (RB = safe|MA = violent) = 0.1
P (RC = safe|MD = pos) = 0.9
P (RC = safe|MD = neg) = 0.1

Table 1: Ground truth conditional probabilities for the Bayesian network in Figure 2.

Route A Route B Route C
Observations bsafe bdang u bsafe bdang u bsafe bdang u

none 0.78 0.20 0.02 0.77 0.21 0.02 0.21 0.77 0.02
CCA = norm
MCA = high

ωcam
MA = (0.95, 0, 0.05)

0.92 0.06 0.02 0.91 0.07 0.02 0.13 0.84 0.03

CCA = norm
MCA = norm

ωcam
MA = (0.95, 0, 0.05)

0.90 0.08 0.02 0.91 0.07 0.02 0.54 0.37 0.09

CCA = norm
MCA = norm

ωcam
MA = (0, 0.95, 0.05)

0.66 0.15 0.19 0.02 0.50 0.48 0.54 0.37 0.09

CCA = norm
MCA = norm
ωcam
MA = (0, 0,1)

0.88 0.09 0.03 0.79 0.08 0.13 0.55 0.36 0.09

Table 2: Opinions for the route conditions obtained via subjective belief propagation in light of various observations. Note
that camera likelihood opinion ωcam

MA = (bnorm, bviolence, u) is the backpropagated message to the marketplace activity variable
from the camera data.

normal, then uncertainty about Route C increase while the
opinions of routes-A and B are unaffected. This is due to
the fact that it is unlikely for the Montagues to have a pos-
itive disposition towards the GoodGuys, which reduces the
amount of effective training samples to determine the condi-
tion or Route C. Again the commander can choose Route A
or B with limited armor support.

Then when the camera has high confidence of violence at
the marketplace, the uncertainty for the opinions of routes A
and-B increases drastically. This is due the fact that it is
extremely unlikely for violence to occur in the marketplace
when attendance at both civic centers are at normal levels.
There are very few training instantiations to help determine
these opinions. On the other hand, the opinion for Route C
has not changed as it still reflects the oddity of normal at-
tendance at the Montague civic center. In this case, the com-
mander would need to pick either Route A or Route C where

the probability of safety of Route A is higher but at more
than twice the uncertainty. In either case the commander
may want heavier armor support.

Finally, the neural network reports that it is uncertain
about the activity class. This primary affects the uncertainty
about Route B. Furthermore, resolution of this activity clas-
sification has tremendous influence over the subjective opin-
ions of routes A and B as can be seen in the third and fourth
rows of Table 2. Therefore, the AI&ML system alerts the
commander that it is uncertain due to its processing of the
surveillance camera data. The commander directs his team
to analyze the video footage. The team determines that the
people in the marketplace have synchronized in a dance rou-
tine that the neural network was never trained to recognize.
The commander digs further with some experts to learn that
the dance is actually an ancient ritual that two tribes in the
region perform to synchronize the mind and body when the



tribes are preparing to attack a common exogenous enemy.
In light of this additional context, the commander decides to
provide heavy armed support on both the ground and air to
escort the supply truck.

The scenario illustrates how understanding uncertainty is
important for the commander to assess risk. The uncertainty
can arise because the observations are due to rare events
for which sparse training means few exemplars to establish
opinions for the states of the decision variables. The uncer-
tainty can also arise when the neural networks cannot inter-
pret the input data. This case can represent a ‘black swan’
event that the neural network was never trained to under-
stand. The synchronized dance is an example of an unknown
unknown that requires human investigation.

5 Conclusions
AI&ML systems have shown great promise as decision mak-
ing aids. However, such systems are not impervious to mak-
ing mistakes. Many such mistakes occur because the sys-
tems are operating in situations that they were not trained
to understand. Instead of forcing a decision, it is important
for such a system to be able to characterize its uncertainty
relative to the similarity of the current observations to the
training data, and to explain the uncertainty to a human de-
cision maker. This way, the human can trust the AI&ML
system to crunch though the large piles of data at a rate
faster than the human and alert the human when the sys-
tem realizes that it no longer can provide quality inferences.
By isolating the uncertainty, the system can then explain the
source and nature of the uncertainty to the user. This enables
the human to focus his/her reasoning strengths to the special
cases that need extra attention. This paper highlights some
recent work in subjective Bayesian network and eviden-
tial neural networks to eventually achieve this uncertainty-
awareness. Some other future directions and challenges are
discussed. We believe that the development of uncertainty-
aware AI&ML systems will become an important avenue of
research for the community.
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